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THE RISE OF THE INTERNET, sophisticated computing and communications technologies, and globalization have raised customers’ expectations of powerful “always on” services. A crucial characteristic of these “always on” services is that they are highly available; if the customer cannot get a search result, or order a product or service, or complete a transaction instantly, then another service provider is often just one click away. As a result, highly available (HA) services are essential to many modern businesses, such as telecommunications and cable service providers, Web-based businesses, information technology (IT) operations, and so on.

Poor service availability or reliability often represents real operating expenses to service providers via costs associated with:

- **Loss of brand reputation and customer good will.** Verizon Wireless proudly claims to be “America’s most reliable wireless network” (based on low ineffective attempt and cutoff transaction rates), whereas Cingular proudly claims “Fewest dropped calls of any network.” Poor service availability can lead to subscriber churn, a tarnished brand reputation, and loss of customer good will.
- **Direct loss of customers and business.** Failure of an online provisioning system or order entry system can cause customers to be turned away because their purchase or order cannot be completed. For instance, if a retail website is unavailable or malfunctioning, many customers will simply go to a competitor’s website rather than bothering to postpone their purchase and retrying later.
- **Higher maintenance-related operating expenses.** Lower reliability systems often require more maintenance actions and raise
more alarms. More frequent failures often mean more maintenance staff must be available to address the higher volume of maintenance events and alarms. Repairs to equipment in unstaffed locations (e.g., outdoor base stations) require additional time and mileage expenses to get technicians and spare parts to those locations.

- **Financial penalties or liquidated damages** due to subscribers/customers for failing to meet service availability or “uptime” contractual requirements or service level agreements (SLAs).

This practical guide explains what system availability (including both hardware and software downtime) and software reliability are for modern server, information technology or telecommunications systems, and how to understand, model, predict and manage system availability throughout the development cycle. This book focuses on unplanned downtime, which is caused by product-attributable failures, rather than planned downtime caused by scheduled maintenance actions such as software upgrades and preventive maintenance. It should be noted that this book focuses on reliability of mission-critical systems; human-life-critical systems such as medical electronics, nuclear power operations, and avionics demand much higher levels of reliability and availability, and additional techniques beyond what is presented in this book may be appropriate.

This book provides valuable insight into system availability for anyone working on a system that needs to provide high availability. Product managers, system engineers, system architects, developers, and system testers will all see how the work they perform contributes to the ultimate availability of the systems they build.
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